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  Understanding Everyday Incivility Shelley D. Lane,2017-08-28
Understanding Everyday Incivility delves into the day-to-day
annoying behaviors that color our interactions with other people,
such as the use of crude language in public, family members who
claim that they’re “just teasing” and we’re “too sensitive,”
coworkers who constantly interrupt us, and inflammatory remarks
posted on social media sites. Shelley D. Lane explores what is
considered uncivil behavior, why we label some acts as crude or
selfish while others are deemed polite and proper, and how these
labels often change from one context to the next. She highlights
the power dynamics at play in our interactions and explains how
“rude” behavior can sometimes be beneficial—and “polite”
behavior can be detrimental. Rather than a simplistic manual of
manners, Lane provides the tools to understand everyday incivility
and strategies for responding effectively and appropriately.
  France, Britain and the United States in the Twentieth
Century: Volume 2, 1940–1961 Andrew J. Williams,2019-12-31
In his account of the relationship between France, the UK and the
US Andrew Williams successfully intertwines diplomatic history
with international thought. We are presented with a historical
stage that includes both the doers and the thinkers of the age, and
as a result this is a must read for both diplomatic historians and
historians of international thought. The second in a multivolume
study, this volume takes the story beyond the fall of France into
the war years, the period of post-war reconstruction, and the Cold
War. As with the first volume, Williams is an excellent guide,
stepping over the ruins of past worlds, and introducing us to an
epoch with more than its fair share of both visionaries and villains.
Yet in this second volume the stakes are higher, as the United
States comes to terms with its role as the paramount world power,
Britain faces a world that challenges its imperial order, and France
is picking up the pieces from its defeat. Lucian Ashworth, Memorial
University, Canada Following on from his outstanding first volume
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reviewing the complex interwar relationships between France,
Britain and the United States, Williams’ second volume is an
indispensable and lucid overview of the vitally important era of
post-war reconstruction. From national post-war developments to
institutional structures and superpower shifts, Williams examines
clearly and engagingly the final passing of pre-modern power
structures and the emergence of a new Europe. Amelia Hadfield,
University of Surrey, UK /divAt a time of intense debates about
Europe, the ‘Anglosphere’ and empires old and new, Andrew
Williams’s book is a timely demonstration that the weight of
emotion in the shaping of foreign policy and its makers should not
be forgotten. Unearthing some of the ‘forces profondes’ in
diplomacy and reflecting on feelings of humiliation and liberation
in national constructs, Andrew Williams discusses the cultural
conceptions and misconceptions that French, American and British
diplomats had of each other, thereby revisiting the reasons why
the ‘special relationship’ was largely a myth – but one which had
tangible consequences on French and British policies in their
retreat from empire. By connecting the personal and the national,
the structural and accidental, Williams offers essential insights into
the major conflicts of the period and their impact on diplomatic
cultures across the Atlantic. Mélanie Torrent, Université Picardie
Jules Verne, Amiens, France The second volume of this study of
France’s unique contribution to the international relations of the
last century covers the period from the Fall of France in 1940 to
Charles de Gaulle’s triumphant return to power in the late 1950s.
France had gone from being a victorious member of the coalition
with Britain and the United States that won the First World War to
a defeated nation in a few short weeks. France then experienced
the humiliation of collaboration with and occupation by the enemy,
followed by resistance and liberation and a slow return to global
influence over the next twenty years. This volume examines how
these processes played out by concentrating on France’s relations
with Britain and the United States, most importantly over
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questions of post-war order, the integration of Europe and the
withdrawal from Empire.
  The Bildungsroman in a Genocidal Age Ned
Curthoys,2024-02-08 The Bildungsroman in a Genocidal Age
argues that the humanist ideal of Bildung, the cultivation of the
potentialities of the self through self-reflection, travel, and varied
social intercourse, has been revitalized in an age of genocidal
violence. It examines the Bildungsroman as a flourishing
intermedial genre encompassing contemporary historical fiction,
historical feature films, and children's and YA literature. Analysing
a number of highly influential novels and films about the Holocaust
and World War II (WWII), the book argues that the narrative
strategies of the Bildungsroman, which includes a swerve away
from 'home' and its parochialism and moral certainties, has
contributed to shaping audience perceptions of traumatic histories
and their ethical implications in the twenty-first century. The
Bildungsroman in a Genocidal Age examines some of the most
keenly discussed, and controversial historical fictions of recent
decades including The Remains of the Day (1989), The Kindly
Ones (2006, English trans. 2009), The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
(2006), and Margarethe von Trotta's biopic Hannah Arendt (2012).
It argues that in portraying a protagonist who defers or refuses a
prescribed social destiny, these novels and films are sensitive to
the 'Eichmann problematic' of the 'banality of evil' as formulated
by Hannah Arendt. These Bildungsromane, the study suggests, are
designed to address the problem of the social reproduction of
normative, unimaginative, and conformist mindsets that can
enable totalitarian politics and genocidal policies.
  Securitising Singapore Syed Mohammed Ad’ha
Aljunied,2019-07-15 Aljunied examines how the Singaporean
government developed a comprehensive state–society strategic
relationship by ‘securitising’ vital policy areas because of
Singapore’s vulnerability as a global city state. In the twenty-first
century, the Singaporean government has strategically renewed
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an existing form of authoritarian rule by ‘militarising’ national
security governance. The main objective is to widen and deepen
state power. Senior military-trained civilian political leaders and
bureaucrats use military personnel, command and control,
terminology and strategy of war to deal with non-traditional
security challenges leading to the state’s further domination over
civil liberty and civil society. Aljunied analyses the information and
communication, health and climate–environment sectors. The case
studies highlight the way the Singaporean government has used
varying forms of political engagement, surveillance and legislation
to limit civil liberty and inhibit the development of civil society.
This book is a valuable resource for researchers and students of
Singapore Studies as well as for the readers of Security Studies
with an interest in the global–local nexus in a small state context.
It is a pioneering scholarly study on the national security
framework and the use of non-traditional security discourse to
strengthen state power and social stability at the expense of
political liberalism.
  Fashion in the Fairy Tale Tradition Rebecca-Anne C. Do
Rozario,2018-06-06 This book is a journey through the fairy-tale
wardrobe, explaining how the mercurial nature of fashion has
shaped and transformed the Western fairy-tale tradition. Many of
fairy tale’s most iconic images are items of dress: the glass
slippers, the red capes, the gowns shining like the sun, and the red
shoes. The material cultures from which these items have been
conjured reveal the histories of patronage, political intrigue, class
privilege, and sexual politics behind the most famous fairy tales.
The book not only reveals the sartorial truths behind Cinderella’s
lost slippers, but reveals the networks of female power woven into
fairy tale itself.
  Identity Discourses about Spain and Catalonia in News
Media Clara Juarez Miro,2019-11-22 News media are principal
actors in the development of national identities: they have the
ability to construct them, maintain them, or divide them. Identity
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Discourses about Spain and Catalonia in News Media explores the
historical and contemporary role of journalism in the relationship
between Catalonia and Spain. With more than seven million
inhabitants, Catalonia is a region of Spain with historical economic
strength and a unique culture. For centuries, but recently at an
escalating pace, a large part of the Catalan population has
expressed the desire to secede from Spain, constituting a
prototypical case study for secessionism among developed
countries. This book explains how news media have constructed
Catalan and Spanish identities as different from one other,
suggesting that journalism can play a crucial role in secessionist
politics.
  America's Disaster Culture Robert C. Bell,Robert M.
Ficociello,2017-10-19 Are we inside the era of disasters or are we
merely inundated by mediated accounts of events categorized as
catastrophic? America's Disaster Culture offers answers to this
question and a critical theory surrounding the culture of natural†?
disasters in American consumerism, literature, media, film, and
popular culture. In a hyper-mediated global culture, disaster
events reach us with great speed and minute detail, and
Americans begin forming, interpreting, and historicizing
catastrophes simultaneously with fellow citizens and people
worldwide. America's Disaster Culture is not policy, management,
or relief oriented. It offers an analytical framework for the cultural
production and representation of disasters, catastrophes, and
apocalypses in American culture. It focuses on filling a need for
critical analysis centered upon the omnipresence of real and
imagined disasters, epidemics, and apocalypses in American
culture. However, it also observes events, such as the Dust Bowl,
Hurricane Katrina, and 9/11, that are re-framed and re-historicized
as natural†? disasters by contemporary media and pop culture.
Therefore, America's Disaster Culture theorizes the very
parameters of classifying any event as a natural†? disaster,
addresses the biases involved in a catastrophic event's public
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narrative, and analyzes American culture's consumption of a
disastrous event. Looking toward the future, what are the
hypothetical and actual threats to disaster culture? Or, are we
oblivious that we are currently living in a post-apocalyptic
landscape?
  PressReader ,2003 Læs udenlandske aviser hvor og hvornår
det passer dig, du er ikke længere afhængig af at papirudgaven er
ledig! Online adgang til mere end 1600 aviser fra 90 lande på 44
sprog - og der kommer hele tiden flere til. Aviserne vises i deres
oprindelige udseende (pdf-format). Der kan fritekstsøges på alle
aviser, enkelte lande eller enkelte aviser op til tre måneder
tilbage. Der er et meget begrænset udvalg af danske aviser. Brug
derfor InfoMedia, hvis du har brug for fuld tekst adgang til danske
aviser og tidsskrifter. OBS! Man kan også få adgang til aviser og
magasiner via den gratis app PressReader, som downloades fra
den relevante app-store. Fjernadgangen er såkaldt gifted eller
radiant access og den gælder 7 dage ad gangen. Herefter skal
man logge ind igen via sin biblioteksadgang for at få nye 7 dages
adgang.
  Globalization and Labour in the Twenty-First Century (Open
Access) Verity Burgmann,2016-04-14 The Open Access version of
this book, available at http://www.tandfebooks.com, has been
made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non
Commercial-No Derivatives 3.0 license.Globalization has adversely
affected working-class organization and mobilization, increasing
inequality by redistribution upwards from labour to capital.
However, workers around the world are challenging their
increased exploitation by globalizing corporations. In developed
countries, many unions are transforming themselves to confront
employer power in ways more appropriate to contemporary
circumstances; in developing countries, militant new labour
movements are emerging. Drawing upon insights in anti-
determinist Marxian perspectives, Verity Burgmann shows how
working-class resistance is not futile, as protagonists of
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globalization often claim. She identifies eight characteristics of
globalization harmful to workers and describes and analyses how
they have responded collectively to these problems since 1990
and especially this century. With case studies from around the
world, including Greece since 2008, she pays particular attention
to new types of labour movement organization and mobilization
that are not simply defensive reactions but are offensive and
innovative responses that compel corporations or political
institutions to change. Aging and less agile manifestations of the
labour movement decline while new expressions of working-class
organization and mobilization arise to better battle with corporate
globalization. This book will be of interest to students and scholars
of labour studies, globalization, political economy, Marxism and
sociology of work.
  Press and Public Leo Bogart,1989 First published in 1989.
Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
  My Samsung Galaxy Note 5 Craig James Johnston,Guy Hart-
Davis,2015-12-10 Step-by-step instructions with callouts to
Samsung Galaxy Note 5 images that show you exactly what to do
Help when you run into Samsung Galaxy Note 5 problems or
limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your
Samsung Galaxy Note 5 Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you
through getting and keeping your Samsung Galaxy Note 5 working
just the way you want. Learn how to Make the most of Galaxy Note
5’s powerful hardware–from S Pen to sensors Connect the right
way at the right time, with Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, VPNs, NFC, and
beaming Transform your Galaxy Note 5 into a Wi-Fi hotspot others
can share Access websites fast and sync bookmarks across all
your devices Customize your wallpaper, keyboard, sound, display,
and language Efficiently manage your life: messages, contacts,
meetings, and more Use GPS and Google Maps to find any
destination and never get lost Get the exact information you need
right now, with Google Now Play, sync, and manage media–from
music to YouTube videos Store your music collection in the Cloud,
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so you can listen anywhere Make plans faster by adding
participants to calls in progress Automatically reject calls you don’t
want Read ebooks and magazines with Google Play or the Amazon
Kindle app Find the best new apps and games on Google
Play–even great freebies Keep your Galaxy Note 5 up-to-date,
reliable, and secure Stay up-to-date seamlessly by using your
Galaxy Note 5 with your Android Wear Smartwatch
  Violence Against Indigenous Women Allison
Hargreaves,2017-08-24 Violence against Indigenous women in
Canada is an ongoing crisis, with roots deep in the nation’s
colonial history. Despite numerous policies and programs
developed to address the issue, Indigenous women continue to be
targeted for violence at disproportionate rates. What insights can
literature contribute where dominant anti-violence initiatives have
failed? Centring the voices of contemporary Indigenous women
writers, this book argues for the important role that literature and
storytelling can play in response to gendered colonial violence.
Indigenous communities have been organizing against violence
since newcomers first arrived, but the cases of missing and
murdered women have only recently garnered broad public
attention. Violence Against Indigenous Women joins the
conversation by analyzing the socially interventionist work of
Indigenous women poets, playwrights, filmmakers, and fiction-
writers. Organized as a series of case studies that pair literary
interventions with recent sites of activism and policy-critique, the
book puts literature in dialogue with anti-violence debate to
illuminate new pathways toward action. With the advent of
provincial and national inquiries into missing and murdered
Indigenous women and girls, a larger public conversation is now
underway. Indigenous women’s literature is a critical site of
knowledge-making and critique. Violence Against Indigenous
Women provides a foundation for reading this literature in the
context of Indigenous feminist scholarship and activism and the
ongoing intellectual history of Indigenous women’s resistance.
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  Technological Innovations for Sustainability and
Business Growth Jain, Geetika,Singh, Harjit,Akter,
Shahriar,Munjal, Alka,Grewal, Harpal S.,2019-09-27 With the world
uniting to achieve Sustainable Development Goals, change lies
ahead for businesses. These organizations must rethink strategies
and business behavior and assess their impact to align with
sustainability goals that promote industrial innovation, maintain
wellbeing, protect the planet, and ensure business value is
created. To achieve this ambitious agenda, a strong commitment
and the means to implement it are required. Technological
Innovations for Sustainability and Business Growth is a crucial
reference source delivering dynamic research on accelerating
growth in business through knowledge creation and technological
innovations. While highlighting topics such as consumer analytics,
international business, and risk assessment, this publication
explores a wide range of techniques adopting and achieving a
sustainable competitive advantage in business. This book is ideally
designed for multinational investors, marketing researchers,
managers, executives, board members, IT consultants,
economists, stakeholders, policymakers, financial analysts,
professionals, academicians, researchers, and students.
  Readability in News Writing United Press Associations,1945
  Were You There? Stephen Mulligan,2022-03-25 Were You
There? Over 200 Wonderful, Weird, and Wacky Moments from the
Canadian Tire Centre in Ottawa (1996-2020) By: Stephen Mulligan
Just like his first two books, Were You There? Over 300 Wonderful,
Weird and Wacky Moments from the Pittsburgh Civic/Mellon Arena
and Were You There? Over 300 Wonderful, Weird and Wacky
Moments from Pittsburgh’s Three Rivers Stadium, author Stephen
Mulligan continues his series with this latest book, Were You
There? Over 200 Wonderful, Weird and Wacky Moments from
Ottawa’s Canadian Tire Centre (1996-2020). Here, Stephen takes
readers on another memorable journey of special events.
Beginning with its opening day on January 15, 1996 to 2020, the
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book details 25 years of the hits and misses of this west end
Ottawa structure. Many of the greatest moments came from the
accomplishments of athletes and entertainers who performed
there. They include Wayne Gretzky, Daniel Alfredsson, Eric
Lindros, Alexander Ovechkin, Sidney Crosby, Neil Diamond, U2,
Bruce Springsteen, Alanis Morissette, The Tragically Hip, Stompin’
Tom Connors and several others. All of these talented
individuals/groups, along with a host of “ordinary” folks have a
moment(s) in this book. Were You There?
  The Working Press Ruth Adler,1970 American journalists
present the stories behind news events they had covered.
  The Press Geneva Overholser,Kathleen Hall Jamieson,2005
With the guidance of editors Geneva Overholser and Kathleen Hall
Jamieson, this superb collection of essays--written by the nation's
leading authorities on journalism--illuminates the role of the press
in a democracy, investigating alternative models used throughout
world history to better understand how the American press has
evolved into what it is today. The book also examines the history,
identity, roles, and future of the American press, with an emphasis
on topics of concern to both practitioners and consumers of
American media.
  Hold the Press John Maxwell Hamilton,George A.
Krimsky,1996-05-01 Long ago dubbed the fourth branch of
government, the American press remains to most of the general
public an inscrutable enterprise whose influence and behavior are
alternately welcomed and maligned; yet the proper functioning of
a democracy depends upon a media-literate populace to act as the
ultimate watchdog. With wit and authority, John Hamilton and
George Krimsky lead readers through the whirl of print journalism.
They offer a curiosity-satisfying blend of explanation and
interpretation, history, anecdotes aplenty, and statistical analysis
to show what's wrong and what works with today's newspapers.
  Skating on Thin Ice Walter S. DeKeseredy,Stu Cowan,Martin D.
Schwartz,2023-10-02 Skating on Thin Ice exposes the culture of
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toxic masculinity in professional hockey and suggests how sport
and society can change the narrative on sexual assault and
violence. Why is it that professional sports, and notably hockey,
remain a bastion for rape culture and violence against women?
What are the conditions that allow a culture of toxic masculinity to
persist despite awakenings elsewhere in society? What is the path
forward, and how do we make officials, coaches, and athletes
accountable? Drawing on decades of award-winning sociological
research and sports journalism, Walter S. DeKeseredy, Martin D.
Schwartz, and veteran sportswriter Stu Cowan find answers to
these questions in Skating on Thin Ice. The book examines the
abusive, misogynistic, racist, and homophobic behaviors found in
professional hockey and explains the larger societal forces that
perpetuate and legitimate these harms. Confirming a recent
federal government inquiry into Hockey Canada’s handling of
sexual assault allegations, the book reveals that young men enter
the NHL and other revenue-generating hockey leagues already
trained and primed to treat women as objects – and often to
commit violent acts against them. Rooted in the authors’ work in
the sports world as well as their work with activists and
governments, Skating on Thin Ice doesn’t just highlight the
problem of hockey and rape culture, it also provides collaborative
solutions for fixing it.
  The Press and Society George Lloyd Bird,Frederic Eaton
Merwin,1951
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